Cloth manipulation is a challenging task that, despite its importance, has received relatively little attention compared to rigid object manipulation. In this letter, we provide three benchmarks for evaluation and comparison of different approaches towards three basic tasks in cloth manipulation: spreading a tablecloth over a table, folding a towel, and dressing. The tasks can be executed on any bimanual robotic platform and the objects involved in the tasks are standardized and easy to acquire. We provide several complexity levels for each task, and describe the quality measures to evaluate task execution. Furthermore, we provide baseline solutions for all the tasks and evaluate them according to the proposed metrics.
In order to effectively evaluate robotics methods, it is beneficial to provide specialized benchmarks [2] . A benchmark is a set of well-defined tasks to be performed in a standardized setup which needs to be easy to reproduce in different robotics laboratories. Existing manipulation benchmarks include large object sets [3] , unified protocol procedures [4] , robotic competitions [5] , task specific benchmarks such as [6] for the picking task and also manipulation task taxonomies [7] . However, to the best of our knowledge, they all involve only rigid objects. In this letter, we provide benchmarks that will help assess the capability of a robotic system for manipulation of cloth-like objects.
To handle high degree of uncertainty about deformable objects' state, perception and manipulation often need to be intertwined. Furthermore, the choice of grasping and re-grasping strategies can significantly impact subsequent manipulation. Thus, one challenge in designing a benchmark for cloth manipulation is that different components of a robotic system, such as perception, grasping and manipulation planning, are highly dependent on each other. Therefore, we propose to evaluate the performance of the entire system rather than evaluating perception versus action components separately. We also recognize that for some tasks it is common to treat grasping of the initial target points as a sub-task. Hence, we provide a way to evaluate grasp execution, followed by evaluation of the task after the cloth is grasped.
We propose three benchmarks corresponding to three evaluation tasks that, in our opinion, form a basis for more complex tasks for handling clothes and dressing a human. (i) The first task is unfolding a tablecloth and spreading it over a table. The need to spread cloth-like objects, such as bed sheets and tablecloth, is ubiquitous in our everyday life. In addition, this task can be seen as preparatory, e.g., spreading on a flat surface for ironing or folding. (ii) The second task is folding a towel on a table. This is one of the most common tasks in textile manipulation literature [8] , and can be seen as a preparatory action before placing on a shelf or in a box for storage/packaging. Although prior works proposed methods for folding [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] , these have never been systematically compared or benchmarked. (iii) The third task consists of fitting the neck of a T-shirt over a 3D printed head. This task is a simplification of a dressing scenario: a basis for more complex tasks like putting a T-shirt or a sweater on a human or mannequin.
We define performance metrics to evaluate a cloth manipulation method which are based on success of the task, execution time, force measures and, if possible, quality of the final result, e.g., we define how a tablecloth should be placed on the table. In this way, each proposed benchmark is well-equipped to 2377-3766 © 2020 IEEE. Personal use is permitted, but republication/redistribution requires IEEE permission.
See https://www.ieee.org/publications/rights/index.html for more information. distinguish approaches that are likely to perform general cloth manipulation well. Finally, we provide baseline solutions for all the tasks and evaluate them according to the proposed scoring, recording decreasing success rate as the complexity of scenarios increases.
Despite initial progress, cloth manipulation remains mostly unsolved, with innovative techniques still under development. Our proposed benchmarks form a systematic testbed for the prototypical cloth manipulation tasks, helping to evaluate emerging approaches and to gain technical insights for further improvement.
II. THE BENCHMARKS
We propose three benchmarks for manipulation of highly deformable cloth-like objects which can be performed by any bimanual setup. In particular, our benchmarks focus on three basic tasks in cloth manipulation which involve textile objects of different sizes and types: spreading a tablecloth, folding a towel, and dressing. To foster easy modular use of the benchmarks, we separate each task into sub-tasks that can be evaluated individually, varying the level of difficulty on the basis of the cloth initial configuration and involved objects. Protocols (RAL-SI-2020-P19-0832_1-V1.0, RAL-SI-2020-P19-0832_2-V1.0, RAL-SI-2020-P19-0832_3-V1.0 for the three tasks, respectively) can be found in the attached material and at the link 1 with their respective explanatory videos and benchmark documents.
In the following we give a summary of the benchmarks tasks, setup and evaluation. For the sake of clearness, setup, sub-task decomposition and evaluation are common to three benchmarks and will thus be presented jointly. Further information can also be found on the website. 1 This task consists of  grasping a tablecloth and spreading it on a table, using the  table and the tablecloth indicated in Table I . An example of implementation is shown in Fig. 2 
A. Tasks Description 1) Task 1: Spreading a Tablecloth:

-left.
Similarly to the other tasks, this task requires to grasp the cloth at two grasping points, usually two of the corners, and then to manipulate it to spread it. For the first grasp, we consider different starting cloth configurations: from folded to crumpled 1 https://ral-si.github.io/cloth-benchmark/ on the table (see Fig. 3 ). Grasping crumpled cloth at a desired grasping point has been attempted many times in literature by localizing corners or edges [9] , [14] or more specific parts [15] [16] [17] . In contrast, starting from a folded configuration was rarely considered, despite it being a common cloth state in domestic environments. The challenge in this case lies in grasping just one single corner of the many layers that are folded together. After the first grasp, the cloth needs to be grasped at the second grasping point to unfold the cloth. Then it needs to be spread on the table. The task requires manipulating a big piece of cloth, which is challenging for many robots and may call for additional strategies. Overall, our protocol does not impose a specific strategy. This gives more freedom to researchers to develop and compare innovative approaches.
2) Task 2: Folding a Towel: This task consists of grasping a towel and folding it. The task uses the same table as the previous task and two different sizes of towels, as indicated in Table I . An example of implementation is shown in Fig. 2 -middle. This is a classic cloth manipulation task. Since the early example of PR2 robot folding towels in 2010 [9] , there have been many other works focusing on folding towels and other items [11] , [12] , [18] [19] [20] . However, as stated in Section I, this task has never been benchmarked or properly compared based on the quality of the folds or execution time.
Folds location varies significantly depending on the garment geometry [13] . Even for a rectangular napkin or towel, there are multiple fold strategies one could follow. However, once the fold line has been decided, we want to focus on finding manipulation that can best realize it. For this reason, we focus on the simplest strategy for rectangular items: always fold in half and perform a maximum of three folds which we evaluate individually. This strategy has the advantage that it can be easily evaluated by taking top view snapshots after every fold. Besides the starting crumpled configuration (as in Task 1), we also consider a 'flat on the table' configuration, also shown in Fig. 3 .
When the cloth is crumpled, the main difference for grasping, compared to Task 1, is the size of the object. A small/medium versus large size would entail the need for different strategies to enable initial grasping. We do not impose a specific folding strategy. Small towels can be folded using the classic strategy of placing them on a table and picking two corners to fold [9] , [12] , but bigger ones might require alternatives [21] .
3) Task 3: Partial Dressing: The goal of the third task is to put a T-shirt over a simple head model starting from different initial configurations of the garment, as shown in Fig. 2 
-right.
Putting on the sleeves is not included in the task. The complex geometric shape of T-shirts makes their manipulation towards desired states a difficult process that requires a tight integration of perceptive sensors, such as cameras and force/torque sensors, into the manipulation strategy. Thus, the focus of this task lies in evaluating the combination of perception and manipulation strategies.
Analogously to the previous tasks, the success of the manipulation task highly depends on the way the garment is grasped, therefore we consider several initial configurations of the T-shirt which allow to explore different grasping strategies: crumpled, flat or folded on the table. Previous approaches to this task used reinforcement learning and topology coordinates [22] , [23] , but with a different starting configuration and assuming the cloth is pre-grasped.
Another important aspect is the relative size of the head with respect to the collar circumference: the larger the head is, the harder it is to execute the task. For this reason, we provide head models of two different sizes as reported in Table I . Finally, to avoid damaging the head and the garment, it is desirable to monitor applied forces especially when the collar is tight.
B. Setup Description
1) Hardware Description: Any bimanual setup with grasping capabilities can be employed and any sensor that can aid in completing the task is allowed (e.g., RGBD-cameras).
2) Objects Description: Table I lists all the objects involved in the tasks with the link or information to acquire them. The YCB object set [4] includes two cloth items, that are a tablecloth and a T-shirt. The YCB tablecloth is designed to cover a standard 1.8 m long table until the floor. However, we propose a smaller IKEA tablecloth because its size is already challenging for the current state of the art. Regarding the YCB T-shirt, we observed how even T-shirts from the same batch have a high variance of measures. This also holds true for other available T-shirts. Therefore, we define a range of measures that are accepted for the T-shirt as reported in Fig. 1 . In this way, greater flexibility is guaranteed compared to the case of a predefined single T-shirt and the possibility of adopting the benchmark is maintained despite continuous changes in fashion. Any size from S to XL of the YCB T-shirt should fall into the allowed range. The length of the T-shirt (measure B in Fig. 1 ) is fixed to allow comparability of different methods, since it determines the amount of garment that needs to pass through the head. Note that every T-shirt that is used needs to be measured even if it comes from the same batch to account for production variance. Finally, concerning the towel for Task 2, we include two sizes, a small towel ([st]) and a bigger one ([bt]). However, the sizes of the big and small towels slightly change depending on the country, therefore, we provide two options for the small towel and two for the big towel. Note that the use of big towels is already a step forward in the literature in terms of object size.
In addition, two environmental objects are required, a table (for Tasks 1 and 2) and a human-like head (for Task 3). Following the idea of flexibility to make the setup easy to reproduce, we do not fix lightning conditions and we do not provide a specific table model but just an interval of table sizes. Concerning the humanlike head, two different sizes are considered which are small ([sh]) and big ([bh]) and their models are defined according to the T-shirt measures. A script is provided in the attached material to automatically generate the 3D model. Refer to protocols for further details.
3) Initial Cloth Configuration Descriptions: In general, when a task on cloth manipulation is attempted, the initial state of the cloth falls in one of these categories:
[pg2] Cloth is pre-grasped at two points.
[pg1] Cloth is pre-grasped at one point.
[ft] Cloth is lying flat on a table ( Fig. 3-right ).
[fd] Cloth is folded on a table ( Fig. 3 -left).
[cr] Cloth is crumpled on a table ( Fig. 3 -middle).
These starting configurations will be common for all the protocols benchmarking each task, although not all starting configurations are used for all task. For instance, it is pointless to consider the folded configuration for the folding task.
We will refer to the parts of the cloth that need to be grasped as grasping points. In a towel, the grasping points are usually the corners but they can be redefined; instead, for a T-shirt, these strictly depend on the manipulation strategy.
C. Sub-Tasks Description
Given a task, the respective sub-tasks are obtained by considering all the possible combinations of involved objects and initial cloth configurations: a tablecloth with 4 initial configurations for Task 1, two towels with 4 initial configurations for Task 2 and two head sizes with 5 initial configurations for Task 3.
In addition, each sub-task can be decomposed in the following phases:
[GR1] Grasp first grasping point.
[GR2] Grasp second grasping point with other hand.
[MAN] Perform the manipulation (depending on the task Users can submit all phases of one sub-task, or just one phase alone. This subdivision in phases and sub-tasks allows to achieve incremental complexity, letting the user choose the desired level of difficulty to face, e.g., dressing task with small head and [pg2] initial configuration is clearly less challenging than the case of big head with [fd] initial configuration.
D. Evaluation of Results
To enhance progress, allow reproducibility of results and easy comparison between different works, we propose the following list of performance metrics: success of each phase, execution time, force measures (if available) and quality measures. The choice not to provide a single value to assess goodness but a set of values is motivated by the fact that, in such complex tasks, the former may be too reductive; in this way, instead, each user can focus on the aspects of interest, e.g., solutions that require longer time but exert lower forces. In the following, the proposed performance metrics are detailed.
1) Success of Each Phase: In light of the phases subdivision in Section II-C, each phase can be evaluated individually in regards to completeness. Phases [GR1] and [GR2] are considered successfully completed if the grasping is performed and is held during the whole manipulation and, in Tasks 1 and 3, if the cloth is unfolded with starting configuration [fd]. The condition of success for phase [MAN] depends on the considered task: the tablecloth is successfully spread if it covers the table top; the folded towel is successfully folded if one fold is done and opposing corners are together (each fold is evaluated individually); for the dressing task we assume this phase is accomplished when the neck hole of the T-shirt is put over the head and the entirety of the T-shirt lies below the head. We let the users define different grasping points according to their strategy, not to limit the possible approaches in the [MAN] phase. In case the manipulation phase is successful, the grasping phases will be considered successful in turn. To increase the flexibility of the benchmarks and promote participation, we leave the freedom to report only the manipulation part [MAN], which may be the case for end-to-end learning-based approaches, or only the grasping part [GR1] and [GR2] if a group is strong in grasping but lacks the perception solutions to successfully execute the manipulation. We believe this can be valuable to share solutions and combine different approaches to push the solutions forward.
2) Execution Time: The execution time comprises the times needed for all the phases, and it is measured from the moment the first robot starts to move until the end of the manipulation.
3) Force Measures: Force measures at the end effectors quantify the interaction between the robots and the environment; they are only acquired during phase [MAN] and minimum, maximum and average norms are considered. Note that, in order not to limit the possibility of using the benchmarks, force measures are not mandatory but are highly encouraged especially in dressing task, where monitoring of exerted forces on the head represents a key feature.
4) Quality Measures:
For the tasks of tablecloth spreading and folding, the quality of the result of the execution can be measured, e.g., poor results are achieved if the tablecloth is completely tilted or if towels are folded wrinkly or with the corners not matching.
To take that into account, we define a quality function that measures the percentage of error of the task result. Note that for the dressing task, no measures can be defined because of the binary nature of the task.
Quality measures for Task 1
We evaluate how much the tablecloth is rotated and translated with respect to the table. To this aim, as represented in Fig. 4 , a total of 6 tablecloth drop lengths at different sides of the table need to be measured after the tablecloth is spread. Measures can be taken from the middle of each table edge. For a table with length t l and width t w and a tablecloth with length c l and width c w , the proposed percentage of errors are: % rotation error:
These quality functions can only be applied if the task has been successfully accomplished, meaning that the tablecloth is We assume a one fold manipulation is successful if the corners of the original spread cloth are matching two by two. That means if one of the corners is bent, we assume the robot should correct that, otherwise the task cannot be reported as a success. In addition, we measure how well the corners match by evaluating the ratio between the surface of the spread cloth before and after the fold. Because our task is restricted to folding in half, each fold needs to cut in half the area of the spread cloth on the table. This has to be measured at each fold either by measuring manually the area or by automatically computing it with a top view image.
Then, the proposed quality function for this task is
where A f is the final area of the cloth from the top view, and A i is the initial area of the cloth. Assuming A f will always be smaller than A i , 100% error occurs when A i = A f , but also if A f is less than half of A i , which can only happen if there are wrinkles or extra folds. We promote the use of vision software to assess the area or the wrinkle state 2 of the towel [24] .
E. Reporting Results
Based on the above, we require that, for each sub-task, five trials are performed and then, for each trial, measures II-D1-II-D4 are acquired. In addition, videos of the experiments and snapshots (or equivalent stylized figures) clearly representing the grasping points must be provided. A summary table, as shown in Table II , must be filled where, given a starting configuration, the success rate of each phase and average and variance of execution time, force measures and quality functions over the five trials are reported. When necessary, the size of the different elements must be reported as well, that are the table size for Tasks 1 and 2, the towel size for Task 2, and the head size for Task 3. Note that, in the folding task, results associated with each fold must be provided and top view pictures of each fold state have to be reported. Moreover, in order to assess the generality of the proposed approach, it is required to specify which assumptions (in a set in the respective scoring sheet) are made for completing the task, e.g., knowledge of the cloth color and pattern. In the case new assumptions are considered with respect to those in the scoring sheets, a detailed description on how they affect the solution must be reported. Finally, a discussion on:
r Employed hardware/software setup with specification of robots' details and respective number of motors;
r What makes the system successful; r What makes the system fail; r What is improved compared to other methods; should be provided. A thorough description for the scoring of each task can be found in the provided Benchmark documents 1 .
III. BASELINE SYSTEMS
To showcase how the presented Benchmarks should be used and promote comparison of different methods, we describe our own systems tackling the Benchmarks. 
A. Task 1: Spreading a Tablecloth
The robotic system used for the baseline solution for Task 1 (and also 2) is composed of two TIAGo robots (shown in Fig. 2left) . Because the tablecloth size is large, we can take advantage of the base mobility. The arms are equipped with a modified parallel gripper that is flexible when it touches the table to allow to safely contact the table before grasping but rigid in the grasped direction. A table with measures 1.20 × 0.7 × 0.73 m is used.
The solution for [GR1] to unfold the tablecloth is to grasp the first grasping point and pull the cloth up ( Fig. 5-left) . The solution for [GR2] is to grasp an edge point next to the first hand ( Fig. 5-right) and trace the edge until the corner is reached. This implies sliding the cloth inside the gripper without loosing it. This manipulation has been previously applied only to very small clothes in [10] , and there are some cloth specialized grippers designed to ease this manipulation [25] . Each grasp is performed by a different TIAGo robot, and after they have the tablecloth grasped, they move across the table to spread the tablecloth. Note that this strategy is applicable to different sized tables because bimanual manipulation is achieved with two independent robots.
Our method depends on some simplifying assumptions, reported in the Benchmark sheet. We assume the folded piece is oriented on the table so that the grasping point is the closest to the robot. However, the tablecloth can be placed anywhere on the table. The second grasp in [GR2], shown in Fig. 5 -right, is assumed to be at a fixed position with respect to the hand that is already grasping. This holds true for most of the cases, but may fail when the cloth is twisted differently than expected. Finally, the robot knows the size of the cloth and the table, so that we can estimate beforehand the amount of displacement needed when both the robot tracks the edge and puts the tablecloth.
B. Task 2: Folding a Towel
For the task of folding a towel, we use the same robotic system as in the previous task and we consider the big towel ([bt]) with measures 0.5 × 1 m. The two mobile manipulators are placed at different sides of the table as shown in Fig. 2-middle. We only report the [MAN] phase, as the other phases are similar to those in Task 1. Thus, we start with the two corners already grasped, and we then perform the folding motion. For the folding strategy, we focus on the first fold and we use a Dynamic Movement Primitives (DMP) representation of the motion for each robot learned by demonstration, and execute both trajectories in synchronization. The size of the towel and the localization of the robot with respect to the table are assumed to be known.
C. Task 3: Partial Dressing
For the dressing task, we propose a human inspired solution based on a vision/force-feedback informed strategy with handtuned hyperparameters. All the possible head sizes described in II-B2 and starting configurations in II-B3 are considered. Moreover, experiments with two T-shirts are carried out to show the validity of the protocol as long as the T-shirt complies with the range of measures provided. In detail, the following set of measures {A, B, C, D} hold for the two T-shirts, respectively: {0.19, 0.5, 0.029, 0.1} m and {0.154, 0.5, 0.025, 0.08} m.
The robotic system, shown in Fig. 2 -right, is composed of two Franka Emika Panda 7-DOFs manipulators equipped with parallel grippers. Customized long fingers have been adopted for one robot in order to have the fabric slipping into them during second grasping phase. The head is mounted on a podium stand in the middle of the workspace and its configuration is assumed to be known (in particular, its position is represented by the upper point along the axis of symmetry). Moreover, a Logitech USB camera is mounted over the setup to provide a bird eye view of the workspace and link-side torque sensors at each link of the robots are available; based on these, an estimate of the forces exerted at the end effector of each robot is given. For details on sensors and estimates accuracy, the reader can refer to [26] .
Concerning the grasping phases [GR1] and [GR2], predefined grasping poses are selected with all the initial configurations, thus no visual feedback is exploited in these stages. Concerning the manipulation phase [MAN], the formulation in [27] is leveraged for the dual-arm manipulation according to which the cooperative motion is expressed in terms of centroid and formation of the two end effectors. The basic idea of the devised strategy is to use the visual information to guide the team motion and, at the same time, to perform random wiggling motions which emulate human-like dressing. More specifically, the vision system splits the top-view circle associated with the head into two halves and measures the free area in each of them (see top right of Fig. 2-right) . These measures are then exploited to determine in which direction to move the team centroid in such a way that both areas exceed a certain threshold. When the latter condition is fulfilled, the opening of the T-shirt is such that a sufficient surface of the head is visible through it, thus the downward motion to put on the T-shirt is started. In addition, small wiggling motions are introduced to facilitate the sliding of the garment along the head model. Finally, a continuous monitoring of end effector forces and of the elapsed time is performed: a restart procedure is planned when either force measurement exceeds a maximum allowed value or the elapsed time exceeds a time limit. For further details on the proposed baseline, the reader is referred to the document with solution comments in the accompanying material. Note that our baseline solution does not involve re-grasping phases but these are generally allowed.
IV. RESULTS
In this section, the evaluation of the baseline strategies according to the proposed Benchmarks is presented. Videos of each experiment and complete score sheets can be found in the results section at the website 1 . A summary video is also provided in the accompanying multimedia material. For all the 3 tasks, performance results of the baseline solutions are shown in Table II .
A. Task 1: Spreading a Tablecloth
Regarding the manipulation ([pg2] row), the mobile base of the robots is very effective. Only occasional entanglements of the tablecloth cause strong forces and make the grippers loose the garment.
The second grasp ([pg1] row) is quite robust because the strategy of following the edge has proven to be effective: the first interest point is always at the same point under the other robot gripper, and the edge tracing takes advantage of the robot mobile torso to keep a vertical trajectory during as much time as possible. Failures are due to this last edge tracing phase: as the gripper has no force sensors, the edge is sometimes lost at the beginning of the movement.
Finally, in both [fd] and [cr] initial configurations, the first grasping phase resulted challenging. When [fd], because sometimes several layers are grasped causing the second grasp to fail. The image used to locate the corner is taken from the head of the robot, and the viewpoint and distance make difficult to localize a single garment layer. When [cr], because the friction of the fingers does not allow them to slide gently under the garment. In both cases, grasping fails and the task cannot be completed. 3 
B. Task 2: Folding a Towel
Here we concentrate on the [MAN] itself and not on the [GR1] and [GR2] phases. Starting from initial configuration [pg2], [MAN] achieves quite a good success ratio of 80% and we only detected one problem in the final release step. In particular, in one of the trials our grippers, that have high friction fingertips, and the towel remained stuck until the arm moved away, creating an unwanted bending. As corners are not matching two and two, and our system is not able to correct this, we evaluated this trial as failure. 3
C. Task 3: Partial Dressing
Performance results of the baseline solution with one T-shirt sample are summarized in Table II. In detail, success rates for the different phases are reported in case of both small and big heads which make evident the increasing complexity and challenges introduced by the different combinations of starting configurations and head sizes. Indeed, different starting configurations lead to a wide variety of achievable grasping points but our manipulation strategy is only able to deal with a subset of them; in particular, our manipulation strategy assumes that the T-shirt is grasped at two points along the neck collar and that one side of the T-shirt is enclosed in the fingers in such a way to minimize the amount of fabric hanging under them. Indeed, most manipulation failures with starting configurations [ft] and [fd] are due to the fact that there is too much fabric below the grasping points and the robots are unable to find an opening of the T-shirt to pass it through the head. In addition, blind pre-defined grasping poses make manipulation in [cr] configuration generally challenging. Finally, grasping failures are recorded with starting configurations [fd] when several layers of the T-shirt are grasped with the first gripper and unfolding does not happen. Table II shows that the dressing task offers a wide range of possible improvements primarily in the manipulation phase but also in the grasping phases as each phase influences the following. For the sake of space, no further results are reported herein but complete scoring sheets and videos of the experiments are available at the link 3 , for the other T-shirt sample as well. Finally, it is worth remarking that, even in cases with a 100% success rate, there is still a considerable margin for improvement with respect to execution times and exerted forces reported in Table II .
V. CONCLUSIONS
In this letter, we proposed benchmarks for cloth manipulation with three representative tasks focusing on bimanual manipulation; they include cloth and garment items of various sizes. Each benchmark is hardware agnostic and flexible with respect to the strategies for solving the task. We believe that various robotics groups would find the benchmarks easy to use for comparing existing works and reporting new results. A simple well-defined object set and the possibility of reporting partial results make these benchmarks accessible to researchers targeting different stages of the tasks at various levels of difficulty. Our modular protocols also make the benchmarks potentially extendable to other tasks in the future.
We believe the baseline solutions give a valid initial point for comparison and show the increasing level of complexity of the different sub-tasks. Overall, this provides a good start for the research community to push the boundaries on what is possible in cloth manipulation further.
